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Did you know that you could order the world’s largest cup of coffee for only

$8.99? Well, you should probably know that. The all-you-can-drink drink is not on
the menu of any of the coffee shops here in Manila. But it is available in the

cafeteria at the State of Mindor Hotel, where one can fully gorge oneself for 10
baht. Yes, that’s 10 baht for a large coffee. That’s a lot. This is an homage to the

U.S. television talk show host and comedian, Jeremy “Soda Jerk
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same list What i try to do is to fetch
the nth element of an array with

ajax and display it. But it seems like
it always displays the first element
in this array. the array looks like

this: var array = new Array("1", "2",
"3", "4"); And the function looks like

this: function fn(){ var q =
array.length; $.ajax({ type:"POST",

url:"get.php", data:(""+ q +""),
success:function(data){

$("#result").html(data); } }); } I
would like it to be fetch the second
and the fourth element in the array.
A: With your code the number q will

be always equals to the array
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length since you're adding the array
length to it. Try to change the way

you send q: data:(""+ q +""), to
data:(""+ q +"", array), Then q will
take the length of the array instead

of it's value, plus it will make the
ajax call synchronous. the first day
of our service ministry in India. We
were up quite late the night before,

talking about all the joys and
challenges of such a trip. We had
lots of fun recounting memories of

our life in Pangsha and then we
actually said our prayers and

blessed the bright white linen of the
cloth and then God answered our
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